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Ethnic Conflict And Its Resolution
Kudret Bülbül, Md. Nazmul Islam & Md. Sajid Khan Considering the current situation of crisis, the publication of the Rohingya Refugee Crisis in Myanmar: Ethnic Conflict and Resolution is very timely ...
Rohingya Refugee Crisis in Myanmar: Ethnic Conflict and Resolution
The UNHRC has not given up asking for a war crimes enquiry based on Channel 4, other Western media and UN videos/reports. They have previously indicated a desire to set up an International Tribunal. .
Revisiting Western media lies of end to SL’s ethnic conflict in 2009
Russia’s ongoing offensive in Ukraine reveals the Kremlin’s increasing willingness to use military force to manipulate conflicts and destabilise Europe’s security order.
How Russia’s Frozen Conflicts Could Warm Up Along Its Sizable Borders
It also includes abuses against older people in the 2020 armed conflict in the ethnic-Armenian-majority ... Only one UN Security Council resolution, on Sudan in 2007, has condemned violent attacks ...
Abuses Against Older People in Armed Conflict
Desta Gebreananya remembers seeing hundreds of bodies littered all over the street – young men, children and even pregnant women – on December 24, 2021- just days after Ethiopian allied forces raided ...
‘Ethnic cleansing’: Ethiopian allies accused of Abala massacre
The issues such as the human rights situation in Sri Lanka might take a backseat this time at the ongoing 49th Regular Session of the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) as the situation.... .
As happened in Sri Lanka: Ethnic wars polarize people
President Xi Jinping is facing serious barriers to his goal of unifying "Chinese people of all ethnic groups." ...
China faces mounting challenges amid wealth gap and other social issues
Experts on Black and Latino history in Santa Monica and a civilian oversight expert will discuss inclusive and equitable policing.
Santa Monica Police To Host Discussion About Race And Policing
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has sent shockwaves through the world, particularly the Western Balkans- a tinderbox of ethnic ... for this is its proximity and the decades-long conflict with ...
War with Russia and what it means for the Western Balkans
Its dominance was challenged from within ... and “re-peopling” the state created new sources of conflict in the form of ethnic and linguistic tensions, which refuse to die down even 75 years ...
NON-FICTION: THE ROOTS OF PAKISTAN'S CONFLICTS
The United States welcomed Ethiopia’s lifting of its wartime state of emergency ... Ethiopia to pave the way for a peaceful resolution of the ongoing conflict.” “We urge that this move ...
US urges Ethiopia to free detainees after lifting state of emergency
Palestinian academic declares that "the Zionist entity will enter the museum of apartheid and ethnic cleansing, and thus become a relic of the past and cease to exist" ...
"The end of the Zionist entity is inevitable, and an existential necessity" claims Palestinian op-ed
After delineating the genesis of the catastrophe transpiring in Ukraine, ATUL ALEXANDER succinctly argues that the failure of international law to restrict ...
Russia-Ukraine conflict: has international law failed?
Dr R G Gidadhubli Ukraine is in Turmoil being invaded by Russia on 25th February 2022. War has not ended. In reality there are conflicts of interests between Russia and the West so far as Ukraine is ...
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